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ABSTRACT Previous studies have proposed vibration of the water pipeline using accelerometer sensors

as a mechanism to detect leaks. Nevertheless, they only relied on a single x-axis data, no single study

investigates all the axes of the sensors. Therefore, this paper aims to investigate a vibration technique to detect

leakage on plastic water pipeline using wireless accelerometer sensors, namely, 6DOF accelerometer sensor

(i.e., MPU6050) and breakout accelerometer sensors (i.e., ADXL335 and MMA7361) across the x-, y-,

and z-axis. A 25-mm diameter of acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) pipe with a length of approximately

10 m was developed as the water pipeline testbed. All of the accelerometer sensors measured the vibration

on the water pipeline across the x-, y-, and z-axis, over ZigBee networks. The vibration signals were then

compared between the three sensors and analyzed by extracting the signal features in time and frequency

domains. The sensors were examined based on three different cases, which are no pipe leakage, a 1-mm

leak, and a 3-mm leak. All three sensors demonstrated a significant difference between no leak and leak

conditions when the water pressure is in the range of 0.6–1.2 kgf /cm2 for both time and frequency domains.

For different leak size cases, ADXL335 can distinguish the 1-mm and 3-mm holes from the three-axis data.

On the contrary, MPU6050 can identify similar leak size cases only from the y- and z-axis data. Overall,

ADXL335 has the best performance compared with MPU6050 and MMA7361 in detecting water pipeline

leakage, which includes the sizes of the leaks. Based on the empirical results, this paper finally proposes a

procedure analysis for each sensor on improving the accuracy of water pipeline leakage detection.

INDEX TERMS Leakage detection, vibration leakage detection, accelerometer, three axes, x-axis, y-axis,

z-axis, MPU6050, ADXL335 and MMA7361.

I. INTRODUCTION

The water industries in many countries have been identified

with the problem of limitedwater resources, and countermea-

sures are taken to foster better water management system [1].

These efforts come from an effective water utilisation, reduc-

tion of wastage and control policies to realise management

strategies. Water loss from the main distribution system is

remained as one of the main issues facing not only by the

developing country and also by the developed country around

the world. Old pipes are one of the main factors to the water

loss as water transmission and distribution networks continue

to deteriorate with time [2]. Water treatment processes that

produce clean water for human consumption are expensive,

and it is in the government’s interest to maintain a pipeline

system that prevents the generation of non-revenue water

(NRW). NRW is observed when the amount of water pro-

duced by the water treatment centre is higher than the amount

of water recorded in metered bills [3], [4].

In modern society, pipeline networks are essential for

transporting water from one destination to another area,
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particularly rural. Somehow, leaks may occur due to aging

pipelines, corrosion, and excessive pressure resulting from

operational error and the rapid closing or opening of

valves [5]. To prevent future water losses, many techniques

have been proposed with different applications to detect leaks

in the pipeline system or network. Systematic leakage control

has two main components: i) water audits and ii) leak detec-

tion surveys. Water audits measure the volume of water that

moves in and out of a water pipeline system and can be used

to identify which segments and portions of the water pipeline

network are leaking. However, water audits do not provide

any information about the exact location of leaks in the

pipeline system. A leak detection survey must be conducted

to identify the sizes and the locations of the leaks. Generally,

the costs associated with the leakage include i) pumping,

treating and transporting clean water, which results in sig-

nificant economic losses; ii) reductions in pipeline pressure,

which results in associated energy costs and poor service

delivery; and iii) fining companies with high levels of leak-

age, which is performed by industry regulators [4].

Most researchers [6]–[9] used the vibration data to

determine the location of the leak point on the water

pipeline system. Two vibration sensors are positioned on

the water pipeline and a cross correlation method is used

to identify the location of the leaks. Nevertheless, previous

studies [6]–[9] have not applied the vibration technique to

detect the conditions of the water pipeline and the sizes of

the leaks. They only used the internal water pressure data

to determine the conditions of the water pipeline whether

leakage or no leakage. Until recently, there has been limited

evidence that the vibration sensor can be used to identify the

conditions of the water pipeline and the sizes of the leaks

using three-axis. As of date, previous studies [6]–[9] have

only examined the single axis to identify the location of the

leaks, which is the x-axis is paralleled with the water pipeline

and water flow in the pipeline.

The study is an extension of our previous works by

analysing the vibration signal from the accelerometer sen-

sor was attached outside the pipeline that effects three axes

(x-, y- and z-axis) is crucial to predicting the leakage, leaks

sizes and proposed procedure analysis on the water plas-

tic pipeline, which focused on one type of accelerometer

sensor, MPU6050. However, much uncertainty still exists

about other three-axis accelerometer sensors. Thus, this

research paper aims to propose procedure analysis for plas-

tic water pipeline leakage detection using sensors, namely

ADXL335 and MMA7361. The first research objective is to

develop three-axis accelerometer sensors and the data will be

collected over wireless ZigBee networks. Secondly, to com-

pare and evaluate the performance of three-axis accelerome-

ter sensors by extracting their signals in time and frequency

domains. Based on the results, a procedure is proposed for

ADXL335 and MMA7361 on identifying the conditions of

the plastic water pipeline including the size of leaks. Since

previous studies [6]–[9] only focused on the x-axis vibra-

tion and MMA7361 accelerometer sensor, the present study

makes several contributions in the water pipeline leakage

detection work as follows

• Performance comparison and analysis for different

types of accelerometer sensors, namely MPU6050,

ADXL335 and MMA7361 subject to the extraction of

x-, y- and z-axis data using time- and frequency-domains

• New procedures analysis using three axes are proposed

for ADXL335 and MMA7361 on improving the detec-

tion of leaks with regards to the empirical findings

This paper is organised in eight sections. Section I

discusses the introduction of the water pipeline leakage

and the problem statement, objective and contribution of

the paper. Leakage detection techniques are reviewed in

Section II. Section III discusses the system design and archi-

tecture for three accelerometer sensors such as MPU6050,

ADXL335 and MMA7361. Then, the experiment setup

for data collection from water pipeline testbed system is

explained in the Section IV. Section V discusses the result

and analysis from three accelerometer sensors in detection

leakage on the water pipeline with three condition, which

are no leaks and leaks (1- and 3-mm) condition. Meanwhile,

the proposed procedure for three accelerometer sensors such

as MPU6050, ADXL335 and MMA7361 is discussed in

Section VI. The conclusion of the review of vibration detec-

tion methods for water pipeline leakage in Section VII.

Section VIII discusses the recommendations for future work.

II. REVIEW PREVIOUS WORK

The current methods for water pipeline leakage detection

system can be broadly categorised into three large groups:

software-based methods, conventional biological methods

and hardware-based methods. Software-based methods use

various types of computer software to analyse and detect

leaks in pipeline systems. This method is used to measure

internal pipeline parameters, including pressure [10], flow

rate [11]–[14] and temperature [10], [15], [16]. Conventional

methods require experienced personnel who walk along a

pipeline and look for unusual patterns near the pipeline based

on odours or sounds due to a leak. Hardware-based meth-

ods detect leaks by visual observation or using appropriate

measurement equipment. In addition to these three groups of

transient-based analysis methods, many leak detection tech-

niques are available. However, none of these techniques are

completely successful or reliable in all leak detection cases

because they can be imprecise and time-consuming or suit-

able only for limited pipeline segments [17]. Ideally, pipeline

operators and owners of the water company aim to employ

simple, robust and highly accurate methods for detecting and

locating leaks in the water pipeline system [18].

The acoustics leak detection method can be systematically

used in water pipeline systems and detects noise that is

generated from leaks in the pipeline system. The acoustic

technique has been widely used in the water industry and

produces effective results for detecting and localizing leaks

in pipeline systems [19]. Although the acoustic leak detection

method has several limitations, it works well for detecting and
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locating leaks in metal pipes. However, this method does not

perform well when applied to pipes made of soft materials,

such as plastic [20], because soft pipes are more ’elastic’

and reduce sound waves by 300-600 m/sec. Due to their

viscoelastic properties, plastic pipes also absorb sound energy

(weakening the sound waves). However, the high-frequency

noise increases when the sound waves travel along the water

pipeline system. Analysing these noise signals will make

this process more complicated [21]. The accuracy of leakage

detection is also affected by the presence of air in the pipeline

system. To improve the limitations of the acoustic method

for a plastic pipeline system, the vibration method is used to

detect and locate leaks. When acoustic and vibration methods

are compared for a real plastic water pipeline, the vibration

sensor is the most accurate sensor in detecting and locating

leaks [7]. A cross-correlation analysis is used to analyse

acoustic and vibration data to detect and locate leaks [7].

III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

This section discusses on a system design and architecture

of the water pipeline testbed used in this research. The hard-

ware development is explained, which includes system design

and architecture, 6DOF sensor - MPU6050, breakout XYZ

accelerometer sensors - ADXL335 and MMA7361, a sensor

node, ZigBee pro wireless module and a development of

wireless sensor node. The development of the testbed system

comprises of Acrylonitrille Butadience Styrene (ABS) pipe,

pressure transducer, flow rate sensor, water pump and two

manual valves. A software development in the sensor node

with two different techniques is described, which are serial

(I2C) and analogue acceleration data reading between the

accelerometer sensor and Arduino controller board. A pro-

cedure on sensor node design and development is explained.

The experiment setup is discussed to measure the vibration

signal from the pipeline system under three different states,

namely inertial, normal and abnormal. An inertial condition is

a noise signal generated by the water pump and outlet manual

valves. Meanwhile, the normal and abnormal conditions are

for no leaks and leaks cases, respectively.

FIGURE 1. A block diagram of the wireless sensor system [22]–[25].

A block diagram of the wireless sensor system used in this

study is illustrated in Fig. 1. Three main components, namely,

accelerometer sensors, Arduino UNO controller board,

ZigBee module are employed in the water pipeline testbed.

The sensor nodes are developed with accelerometer sensor

and Arduino UNO controller board. The wireless sensor node

is connected to ZigBee wireless transceiver for sending vibra-

tion data through wireless to a storage and processing unit.

Three different accelerometer sensors, namely, MPU6050,

ADXL335 and MMA7361 are investigated in measuring

the vibration of the water pipeline systems (i.e. testbed).

The vibration signal from the accelerometer sensor is con-

verted from a vibration signal to an electronic signal, which

are digital (6DOF SENSOR - MPU6050) and analogue

(ADXL335 and MMA7361). The data from the sensor is

processed by Arduino UNO from analogue to digital signals

before the data is sent to the ZigBee wireless transceiver

module. The ZigBee wireless transceiver sends the vibration

data to the data storage and processing unit. The processing

software, which is MATLAB, is used to analyse the vibration

data offline.

FIGURE 2. MPU6050 sensor node [23]. (a) The wiring of the
MPU6050 sensor to the Arduino ZigBee prototype shield. (b) A Block
diagram of the MPU6050 wireless sensor Node.

A wireless sensor node consists of three main modules,

which are Arduino controller board, accelerometer sensors

and ZigBee transceiver, as depicted in Fig. 2(b). The

wiring of the MPU6050, ADXL335 and MMA7361 sen-

sors to the Arduino ZigBee prototype sensor is depicted in

Fig. 2(a) to 2(b), 3(a) to 3(b) and 4(a) to 4(b) respectively.

Fig. 5 shows the flow chart of the water pipeline system

development. The initial step is to study the specification

of the 6DOF sensor - MPU6050 and breakout triple axis
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FIGURE 3. ADXL335 sensor node. (a) The wiring of the ADXL335 sensor to
the Arduino ZigBee prototype shield. (b) A Block diagram of the
ADXL335 wireless sensor Node.

FIGURE 4. MMA7361 sensor node. (a) The wiring of the MMA7361 sensor
to the Arduino ZigBee prototype shield. (b) A Block diagram of the
MMA7361 wireless sensor Node.

accelerometer sensor - ADXL335, particularly for the vibra-

tion data reading from the sensors. The sensor transmits the

vibration data from the accelerometer via ZigBee networks.

The programming in the Arduino controller board is set to a

sensitivity of ±16g and ±20000/sec for the 6DOF sensor -

MPU6050 sensor. Next, the sensor connection is designed on

the Arduino ZigBee prototype board using fritzing software.

Then, the connection on the Arduino ZigBee prototype board

is connected. The Arduino UNO board is then programmed

in order to access data from the sensor. After that, the sensor

collects the vibration data and sends them to a laptop over

ZigBee where the vibration data is recorded and analysed via

Universal Serial Bus (USB) port. The vibration signals are

analysed offline using time domain analysis and Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) for the conditions of the water pipeline

system including the sizes of the leaks. The bandpass filter is

applied to filter the noise frequency produced from the water

pump and also from the initial vibration of the sensor.

IV. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The experiments are set up based on the fluid dynamics.

The Bernoulli’s principle states that for an inviscid flow of

a non-conducting fluid which is an increased in the speed

of the fluid occurs simultaneously with a decrease in pres-

sure [26], [27]. Bernoulli’s principle [28], [29] says that a rise

of the pressure in a flowing fluidmust always be accompanied

by a decrease of the speed, and conversely, if an increase in

the speed of the fluid resulted in a decrease in the pressure.

The following sub section will explain the equipment and

procedures used to conduct the experiments.

A. WATER PIPELINE TESTBED SYSTEM

The water pipeline monitoring testbed system is built to

analyse the water pipeline stability. The measurement is to

identify the normal pipe and also the leakage condition of the

water pipeline system. The vibration data is collected on the

pipeline system using the contact technique. Fig. 6 illustrates

the system architecture of the water pipeline monitoring sys-

tem used in this work. The prototype of the pipeline system

includes the water pump, flow rate meter, pressure meter, leak

pipes and two manual valves. The function of a water pump

is to generate the water flow and the water pressure in the

pipeline system. The water system is designed to recycle the

water intake during the experiments conducted.

Fig. 7 show the overall water pipeline system. The

water pump installed provides the maximum water flow

of 24 litre/sec, and a maximum pressure of 1.6 kgf /cm2 in the

pipeline system. When all valves are fully opened, the con-

dition is called as free flow condition; the pressure gauge

is 0.1 kgf /cm2. At this particular state, the water pressure is

at the maximum of 24 litre/sec.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

This section validates the water pipeline testbed system used

in this research via experimental and theoretical work. The

validation between the experimental and theoretical data for

MMA7361 is discussed. Due to experimental setup result,

the testbed system is possible to use for experiment in iden-

tifying the conditions of the water pipeline including the
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FIGURE 5. Flow chart of the system development.

sizes of the leaks. The result of the time domain analysis is

discussed for several cases in relation to the water pipeline

conditions. The purpose of the time domain analysis used

in this study is to investigate the conditions of the pipeline,

normal (no leak) or abnormal (1mm and 3mm leaks). The

performance of the accelerometer sensors using fast Fourier
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FIGURE 6. Water pipeline system architecture [22]–[25].

FIGURE 7. Water pipeline testbed system [22]–[25].

transform (FFT) in identifying the conditions of the water

pipeline including the sizes of the leaks. On the other hand,

the noise frequency is produced from the accelerometer sen-

sors in initial condition, in which the testbed system is in OFF

condition and the noise frequency produced from the water

pump is investigated. The conditions of the pipeline of either

normal (no leak) or abnormal (1mm and 3mm leaks) is inves-

tigated using time domain and fast Fourier transform (FFT)

analysis. The performance analysis of the accelerometer sen-

sor with different sizes of the leaks from three-axis which are

x-, y- and z-axis are summarised in Tables 1 and 3.

A. TIME DOMAIN ANALYSIS

Fig. 8 to 10 illustrate the vibration data versus time for

accelerometer sensors such as MPU6050, ADXL335 and

MMA7361, respectively at x-, y- and z-axis. The vibration

data is analysed by using time domain analysis in 30 sec-

ond for all axis. Fig. 8 shows the vibration data of the

MPU6050 accelerometer sensor with the average vibration

for x-, y- and z-axis is 0.0208g, 0.0695g and 1.1351g. The

standard deviation (STD) of the vibration data for the x-, y-

and z-axis is 0.0733g, 0.1461g and 0.0834g. Due to the result,

the y-axis shows the highest value of STD compare with

x- and z-axis. The y-axis vibration data can significantly

predict the leakage on the water pipeline system.

FIGURE 8. Average vibration (g) versus Time (sec) for x-, y- and z-axis by
MPU6050.

FIGURE 9. Average vibration (g) versus Time (sec) for x-, y- and z-axis by
ADXL335.

FIGURE 10. Average vibration (g) versus Time (sec) for x-, y- and z-axis by
MMA7361.

Fig. 9 illustrates the vibration data from the ADXL335

accelerometer sensor with average vibration for x-, y- and

z-axis is -0.0837g, -0.1033g and 1.0656g. The STD of the

vibration data for the x-, y- and z-axis is 0.0419g, 0.0357g

and 0.0425g. Based on the results, the STD of x- and z-axis

is slightly different compared with y-axis. There is a slightly

significant different between x- and z-axis. However, both

x- and z-axis are significant different to y-axis vibration data.

Fig. 10 indicates the average of vibration data for x-, y- and

z-axis from MMA7361 are -0.0396g, 0.0102g and 0.5000g.

The STD of the vibration data for x-, y- and z-axis is 0.0764g,

0.0637g and 0.0971g, respectively. Due to the STD result,

there is a significant difference between x-, y- and z-axis.

MPU6050 demonstrates that y-axis is significant in detecting
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TABLE 1. Summary of the water pipeline conditions for varing pressure (0.6 to 1.2 KGF /CM2) at 1.5M.

the conditions of thewater pipeline and not for ADXL335 and

MMA7361.

Table 1 summarises the key findings of the three

accelerometer sensors across all pressure for different axes

at 1.5 m. The cases of no leak, 1 mm and 3 mm leaks are

represented as NL, L1 and L3 in the table when comparing

with the Bernoulli principle, respectively. The grey and white

boxes indicate the true and false results. The average vibration

data was analysed and calculated from three thousands of

vibration data. Ideally, the average vibration of leak must be

higher than that of no leak [22], [30], [31].

Based on Table 1, the ADXL335 can significantly distin-

guish the conditions of the water pipeline and the sizes the

leaks across all axes for the varying pressure. On the other

hand, the MPU6050 sensor is only able to identify the condi-

tions of the water pipeline including the sizes of the leaks at

x- and z-axis; not for y-axis. However, the MMA7361 sensor

is able to identify the conditions of the water pipeline only

when the size of the leak is 3 mm for both y- and z-axis. It is

difficult for the MMA7361 sensor to differentiate the sizes of

the leaks when the pipeline in burst condition except for low

water pressure, 0.6 kgf /cm2 and x-axis.

Based on the findings, the best performance of the

accelerometer sensor in detecting the condition of the water

pipeline (either no leak or leaks) including the sizes of

the leaks (either leak 1-mm or 3-mm) across all axes is

ADXL335 using the time domain analysis.

B. FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT) ANALYSIS

Next, the study will investigate the vibration data using Fast

Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis to identify the conditions

of the water pipeline system, which includes the sizes of the

leaks. Firstly, the vibration data will be analysed to differ-

entiate the noise frequencies of accelerometer sensor, water

pump and output ball valve. Secondly, the FFT analysis will

be discussed subject to the conditions of water pipeline as

well as the leaking sizes.

1) ACCELEROMETER SENSOR NODE FREQUENCY
Fig. 11 to 13 illustrates the vibration frequency at the ini-

tial condition for all the sensors across x-, y- and z-axis.

FIGURE 11. FFT analysis for initial vibration data MPU6050 sensor.

FIGURE 12. FFT analysis for initial vibration data ADXL335 sensor.

The initial condition is known as the noise frequency in this

study. The purpose of identifying the initial noise frequency is

to filter out the unwanted signal frequency, which is produced

from the accelerometer sensor itself. All sensors have demon-

strated identical noise frequency, which is 23.4 Hz across all

axes, as marked in the Fig. 11 to 13.

2) WATER PUMP FREQUENCY

The vibration data of the water pump is measured to identify

the noise frequency for the water pump. The vibration data is

collected by attaching the accelerometer sensors at the water

pump motor. Fig. 14 to 16 presents the Fast Fourier Trans-

form (FFT) analysis for the vibration data of water pump for
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TABLE 2. The frequencies in Hz of the initial condition for the accelerometer sensors and the noise frequencies for the water pump.

FIGURE 13. FFT analysis for initial vibration data MMMA7361 sensor.

FIGURE 14. FFT analysis for water pump vibration data MPU6050 sensor.

FIGURE 15. FFT analysis for water pump vibration data ADXL335 sensor.

MPU6050, ADXL335 and MMA7361, respectively. Based

on this figure, the noise frequency found is 31.2 Hz for

MPU6050 while 24.0 Hz for both ADXL335 andMMA7361.

The initial frequency is measured for identifying the

noise frequency produced from the water pump. This noise

FIGURE 16. FFT analysis for water pump vibration data
MMMA7361 sensor.

frequency is filtered from the FFT analysis and only shows

the corresponding leakage frequency. Table 2 summarises

the frequencies of the initial condition of the accelerom-

eter sensors and the noise frequency for the water pump.

The initial condition frequency for all the sensors at three

different axes is found identical, which is 23.4 Hz. This

is more likely because all the three sensors used the same

Arduino ZigBee shield and the same power supply. On the

contrary, the MPU6050 sensor has greater noise frequency

for the water pump than ADXL335 and MMA7361 sen-

sors, as can be seen in Table 2. This is likely due to the

MPU6050 sensor produces the acceleration data in a serial

data transmission (I2 C) to Arduino UNO. On the other

hand, the ADXL335 and MMA7361 sensors produce the

acceleration data in analogue and hence the Arduino UNO

converted the analogue signal to digital before transmitting it

to data storage.

Table 3 summarises the key findings of the three

accelerometer sensors based on the FFT analysis for several

water pressures across all axes at 1.5m. The termsNL, L1 and

L3 represent no leak, 1-mm and 3-mm leaks, respectively.

The grey and white boxes indicate the true and false results,

that are in agreement with [32]–[35]. The important test in

this study is whether the three acceleration sensors can iden-

tify the sizes of the leaks on the water pipeline testbed. Based

on the frequencies, MMA7361 can identify the conditions of

the water pipeline and only the 3-mm leak (not 1-mm leak)

across all axes and water pressure. However, MMA7361 can

only differentiate the 1-mm and 3-mm leaks when the water

pressure is 1.2 kgf /cm2 and not for other water pressure level.
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TABLE 3. A summary of the water pipeline conditions at 1.5 M for the water pressure between 0.6 to 1.2 KGF /CM2.

FIGURE 17. A proposed procedure of water pipeline leakage detection for MMA7361.

Meanwhile, MPU6050 have difficulties to identify the

conditions of the water pipelines and the sizes of the leaks

at water pressure above 0.8 kgf /cm2, but not at the water

pressure of 0.6 kgf /cm2. On the contrary, the ADXL335 sen-

sor has shown inconsistent trend in recognising the normal

and abnormal conditions for all axes and water pressure.

This is probably because the limitation on the sensitivity

specification of the sensor, which is lower compared to both

MPU6050 and MMA7361.

ForMMA7361, the conditions of the water pipeline system

can only be determined when the leaking size is greater

than 3mm across all axes and distance. Nevertheless, the

conditions of the water pipeline including all the leaking sizes

(i.e. 1mm and 3mm) can only be detected for the shortest

distance of 0.5m. Table 3 demonstrates that ADXL335 is not

feasible to identify the conditions of the water pipeline for

all the experiment settings when the FFT analysis is applied.

However, the ADXL outperforms others in the time domain

analysis.

VI. PROPOSED PROCEDURE ANALYSIS

This section will propose the procedure analysis to distin-

guish the conditions of the water pipeline and the sizes of

the leaks across three-axis ffor all the measured sensors.
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FIGURE 18. A proposed procedure of water pipeline leakage detection for MPU6050 [23].

Based on the results in Table 3, MMA7361 can identify the

conditions of the water pipeline using FFT analysis across all

pressure and axeswhen the size of the leak is 3-mm.However,

all the leaks can be identified when the water pressure

is 1.2 kgf /cm2 across all axes.

Fig. 17 demonstrates a proposed procedure analysis to

identify the conditions of the water pipeline and the sizes

of the leaks for MMA7361 using FFT analysis. Firstly,

the vibration data from all the axes of MMA7361 are col-

lected and transmitted. Secondly, the FFT analysis is used

to identify the conditions of the water pipeline from the

x-axis data when the leaking size is greater than 3-mm. If the

leakage of the water pipeline is detected, the pipeline must

be repaired immediately because the leaking size is greater

than 3-mm. If the x-axis data is unsatisfactory to detect the

conditions of the water pipeline, the y- and z-axis will be

analysed respectively to detect the conditions and the sizes

of the leaks.

Next, the proposed procedure analysis for MPU6050 is

using time domain analysis. Based on the results in Table 1,

the conditions of the water pipeline system can be identified

across all pressure using two axes (i.e. x- and z-axis). The

vibration data at x-axis can identify the sizes of the leaks at

all pressure except for 1.0 kgf /cm2. Nevertheless, the z-axis

can identify this circumstances at 1.0 kgf /cm2. Surprisingly,

the y-axis has a difficulty to differentiate the conditions of

the water pipeline as well as the sizes of the leaks for all

water pressure except for 0.6 kgf /cm2. Due to this fact,

the procedure is designed only for x- and z-axis.

Based on the key findings in this study, a proposed pro-

cedure analysis for the identification of the conditions of the

water pipeline and the sizes of the leaks for MPU6050 using

time domain analysis is shown in Fig. 18. Firstly, the vibra-

tion data for x- and z-axis of MPU6050 are collected and

transmitted. Secondly, time domain analysis is used to iden-

tify the conditions of the water pipeline from the x-axis

data. Thirdly, if the conditions of the water pipeline can be

detected, the sizes of the leaks will be differentiated whether

it is a 1-mm or 3-mm leaks. If the size of the leak is 3-mm,

then the pipeline must be repaired immediately. If the x-axis
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FIGURE 19. A proposed procedure of water pipeline leakage detection for ADXL335.

is unsatisfactory to detect the conditions of the water pipeline,

the z-axis will be analysed further using the time domain

analysis.

Also, the proposed procedure analysis for ADXL335 is

using time domain analysis. Based on the results in Table 1,

the conditions of the water pipeline system can be identified

at the water pressure from 0.6 kgf /cm2 to 1.2 kgf /cm2 across

all axes. However, the vibration data at x-axis is able to

determine the sizes of the leaks for thewater pressure between

0.6 kgf /cm2 and 0.8 kgf /cm2. Meanwhile, the y-axis can dis-

tinguish the sizes of the leaks for all water pressure except for

1.0 kgf /cm2. On the other hand, the z-axis can only recognise

the leaks when the water pressure is below 1.0 kgf /cm2. The

axes can detect the leaks at different water pressure, by con-

sidering the vibration data from all the three-axis which

can increase the accuracy on detecting the severity of the

leaks.

Based on the research findings, Fig. 19 illustrates a

proposed procedure analysis for the identification of the

water pipeline conditions and the sizes of the leaks for

ADXL335 using time domain analysis. Firstly, the vibration

data from all the three-axis are collected and transmitted.

Secondly, the x-axis vibration data is analysed first using time

domain analysis to investigate the conditions of the water

pipeline. Thirdly, if the conditions of the water pipeline can be

detected, the analysis will continue to differentiate the sizes

of the leaks of either 1-mm or 3-mm. If the size of the leak is

3-mm, then the pipeline must be repaired immediately while

for the 1-mm leak, the water company can schedule for repair

and maintenance. If the x-axis data is unsatisfactory to detect

the conditions of the water pipeline, the y- and z-axis will

be analysed further. Based on the results, this process can be

repeated every two minutes of data collection.

VII. CONCLUSION

The empirical findings in this study have provided new

insight whereby more than one axis can increase the effi-

ciency of the sensors, such as MPU6050, ADXL335 and

MMA7361. This is because when the x-axis of vibration data

is unable to identify the conditions of the PVCwater pipeline,

other axes can improve the accuracy of the detection. The

primary finding in this paper is that the vibration method has

made a contribution in distinguishing the sizes of the leaks,

when the water pipelines is in abnormal conditions for 1mm

and 3mm leaks. The study can increase the accuracy of the

pipeline leakage detection with the proposed procedure anal-

ysis using accelerometer sensors at three different axes (x-, y-

and z-axis). The work demonstrated that the ADXL335 sen-

sor is able to identify the conditions of the water pipelines

and the sizes of the leaks by using time domain analysis at

water pressure varied from 0.6 to 1.2 kgf /cm2 for all axes.

Meanwhile, the MPU6050 sensor can recognise the condi-

tions of the water pipeline across only x- and z-axis, but not in

y-axis, for the water pressure varied from 0.6 to 1.2 kgf /cm2.
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In addition to that, the MPU6050 sensor seems failed to

distinguish the cases of water pipeline leakage using FFT

analysis regardless of any axis. In contrast, the MMA7361

sensor can be improved by using FFT analysis to identify

the conditions of the water pipeline when the size of the leak

was greater than 3-mm, but not for a small leak of 1-mm, for

all the water pressure and axes. This study has demonstrated

that analysis on the vibration data for more than one axis,

can increase the performance of the accelerometer sensors

specifically on examining the conditions of the water pipeline

including the sizes of the leaks.

VIII. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

This research has embarked on many questions for further

investigation. It would be interesting to assess the effects of

multi-sensors and real time analysis on identifying the condi-

tions of the water pipeline, sizes of leaks and localisation of

leaks. Multi-sensors include flowrate, inner and outer pres-

sure, and accelerometer sensors can be integrated to monitor

the water pipeline conditions. Meanwhile, wireless sensor

network will transmit the collected data to a monitoring and

decision system, which is known as Internet of Things (IoT).

Further research can also concentrate on the investigation of

real-time analysis by using fuzzy logic or Artificial Neural

Network (ANN) from online server data. The online decision

system will be able to alarm severe conditions of the pipeline

and predict the location of the leaks in real-time. Therefore,

the findings of this study have several important implications

for future practices.
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